Abstract. In this demo we show a recommender system, called SUG-GEST, that dynamically generates links to pages that have not yet been visited by a user and might be of his potential interest. Usually other recommender systems exploit a kind of two-phase architecture composed by an off-line component that analyzes Web server access logs and generates information used by a successive online component that generates recommendations. SUGGEST collapse the two-phase into a single online Apache module. The component is able to manage very large Web sites made up of dinamically generated pages by means of an efficient LRU-based database management strategy. The demo will show the way SUGGEST is able to anticipate users' requests that will be made farther in the future, introducing a limited overhead on the Web server activity 3 .
The continuous and rapid growth of the Web has led to the development of new methods and tools in the Web recommender or personalization domain [1] , [2] . Web Mining has shown to be a viable technique to discover information "hidden" into Web-related data. In particular, Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the process of extracting knowledge from Web users access data (or clikstream) by exploiting Data Mining (DM) technologies. It can be used for different purposes such as personalization, system improvement and site modification.
In this demo, we present a recommender system, called SUGGEST, which is designed to dynamically generated personalized content of potential interest for users of a Web Site. It is based on an incremental personalization procedure, tightly coupled with the Web server. It is able to update incrementally and automatically the knowledge base obtained from historical usage data and to generate a list of page links (suggestions). The suggestions are used to personalize on the fly the HTML page requested. Moreover, the adoption of a LRU-based algorithm to manage the knowledge base permits us to use SUGGEST also on large Web sites made up of dynamically generated pages. Furthermore the system is able to evaluate the importance of the pages composing the underlying Web site by adopting a sort of PageRank estimation based on the maintained usage information. Furthermore, the system proposed was evaluated by adopting the new quality metric we introduced in [3] . The metric tries to estimate the effectiveness of a recommendation system as the capacity of anticipating users requests that will be made farther in the future.
Schematically, SUGGEST works as follows: once a new request arrives at the server, the URL requested and the session to which the user belongs are identified, the underlying knowledge base is updated, and a list of suggestions is appended to the requested page. To catch information about navigational patterns, SUGGEST models the page accesses information as a undirected graph G = (V, E). The set V of vertices contains the identifiers of the different pages hosted on the Web server. Based on the fact that the interest in a page depends on its content and not on the order a page is visited during a session [4] , we assign to each edge E a weight computed as: W ij = N ij /max{N i , N j } where N ij is the number of sessions containing both pages i and j, N i and N j are respectively the number of sessions containing only page i or page j. Dividing by the maximum between single occurrences of the two pages has the effect of reducing the relative importance of links involving index pages. Such pages are those that, generally, do not contain useful content and are used only as a starting point for a browsing session. Index pages are very likely to be visited with any other page and nevertheless are of little interest as potential suggestions. The data structure we used to store the weights is an adjacency matrix M where each entry M ij contains the value W ij computed according to Formula above. To further reduce the impact of insignificant links we filtered out links whose weigths are under a predetermined threshold minfreq. As in the previous version, SUGGEST finds groups of strongly correlated pages by partitioning the graph according to its connected components. SUGGEST actually uses a modified version of the well known incremental connected components algorithm. After the clustering step, SUGGEST has to construct the suggestions list for the current user request. This is done in a straightforward manner by finding the cluster that has the largest intersection with the PageWindow related to the current session. The final suggestions are composed by the most relevant pages in the cluster, according to the order determined by a sort of PageRank algorithm applied to the Web site's usage graph.
Measuring the performances of recommendation systems poses more than one problem. It is difficult to characterize the quality of the suggestions obtained and to quantify how useful the system is. In order to evaluate both the effectiveness (i.e. the quality of the suggestions) and efficiency (i.e. overhead introduced on the overall performance of the Web server) of SUGGEST several tests were conducted. All tests were run on a processor Intel Celeron 2,4 GHz with 256 MBytes of RAM, an ATA 100 disk with 30 GBytes, and operating system Linux Suse 8.2 (kernel 2.4.20). The SUGGEST effectiveness was evaluated by using a performance parameter that takes into account the distance of the suggestions generated with the actual pages visited during the session. To evaluate the SUGGEST effectiveness experimental evaluation was conducted by using three real life access log files of public domains: Berkeley, NASA, USASK [3] For each dataset we measured the quality of the suggestions (Ω) varying the minfreq parameter. Figure 1 shows the results obtained. Moreover, we also plotted the curve relative to the suggestions generated by a random suggestion generator (labelled rnd in Fig. 1 ). As it was expected, the random generator performs poorly and the intersection between a random suggestion and a real session is almost null. On the other hand, suggestions generated by SUGGEST show a higher quality, that, in all the datasets, reaches a maximum for minfreq=0.2. the quality of the suggestions. In the demo we are going to show the working of SUGGEST on a real production Web Site of the Economy Faculty of the University of Turin. Goal of the demo will be showing the ability of SUGGEST to generate links to "useful " pages.
